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On tenterhooks Define On tenterhooks at On tenterhooks definition, one of the hooks or bent nails that hold cloth
stretched on a tenter. See more. Tenterhooks - Idioms by The Free Dictionary A tenter is a wooden frame, often in the
form of a line of fencing, used to hang woollen or linen cloth to prevent it from shrinking as it dries. The tenterhooks
are, not surprisingly, the hooks on the tenter used to hold the cloth in place. On tenterhooks - Idioms by The Free
Dictionary Tenterhooks are hooks in a device called a tenter. Tenters were originally large wooden frames which were
used as far back as the 14th century in the process of making woollen cloth. After a piece of cloth was woven, it still
contained oil from the fleece and some dirt. Tenterhook Define Tenterhook at Why tenterhooks? Most people
absorb the phrase as a whole (or Gestalt, if we want to be pretentious): they grasp the meaning without Images for
Tenterhooks Definition of Tenterhooks in the Idioms Dictionary. Tenterhooks phrase. What does Tenterhooks
expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Tenterhook - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Define
tenterhook: a sharp hooked nail used especially for fastening cloth on a tenter tenterhook in a sentence. On tenterhooks
Synonyms, On tenterhooks Antonyms On tenterhooks definition: in a state of tension or suspense Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples. tenterhooks Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Definition of
on tenterhooks in the Idioms Dictionary. on tenterhooks phrase. What does on tenterhooks expression mean? Definitions
by the largest Idiom Tenterhook - Wikipedia A hooked nail for securing cloth on a tenter. Idiom: on tenterhooks. In a
state of uneasiness, suspense, or anxiety. American Heritage Dictionary of the English Tenter Hooks Tel Aviv on
tenterhooks. Vijay Prashad. December 29, 2016 00:12 IST. Updated: December 29, 2016 01:36 IST. Share Article
PRINT A A A. Illustration: Keshav On tenterhooks - definition of on tenterhooks by The Free Dictionary To be on
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tenterhooks is to be filled with painful or anxious anticipation or suspense, such as when youre waiting for the result of
an important Tel Aviv on tenterhooks - The Hindu Tenterhook definition, one of the hooks or bent nails that hold cloth
stretched on a tenter. See more. On tenterhooks - Grammarist historical In a state of suspense or agitation because of
uncertainty about a future event. he was on tenterhooks waiting for the directors decision. none any of the hooked nails
that hold cloth stretched on a tenter. tenterhook Idioms. on tenterhooks. in suspense filled with anxiety. Websters New
World College tenterhook - definition of tenterhook in English Oxford Dictionaries Synonyms for on tenterhooks at
with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. On tenterhooks definition and
meaning Collins English Dictionary Grammar Girl : Tenterhooks or Tenderhooks? :: Quick and Dirty Tips
Finest alternative Rock from Thun in Switzerland. tenterhooks definition dans le dictionnaire Anglais de Cambridge
tenterhooks meaning, definition, what is tenterhooks: worried or nervous about something that is going to happen: .
Learn more. tenterhook - Dictionary Definition : tenterhooks definition, signification, quest ce que tenterhooks:
worried or nervous about something that is going to happen: . En savoir plus. Tenterhook dictionary definition
tenterhook defined - YourDictionary Long ago, a tenterhook was a special kind of hook that held drying cloth on a
frame called a tenter. If someone is on tenterhooks, it means they are in suspense Tenterhooks - definition of
tenterhooks by The Free Dictionary French Translation of to be on tenterhooks The official Collins English-French
Dictionary online. Over 100000 French translations of English words and On tenterhooks - the meaning and origin of
this phrase On tenterhooks definition: in a state of tension or suspense Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. tenterhooks (noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary tenterhooks definition, meaning,
what is tenterhooks: worried or nervous about something that is going to happen: . Learn more. tenterhooks Definition
in the Cambridge English Dictionary Definition of tenterhook in the Idioms Dictionary. tenterhook phrase. What does
tenterhook expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Eggcorns: On tenterhooks or on
tenderhooks? Jeremy Butterfield Define tenterhooks (noun) and get synonyms. What is tenterhooks (noun)?
tenterhooks (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. The phrase on tenterhooks means in a
condition of (anxious) suspense. For its origins and development, here is a paraphrase of the information as laid out in
the on World Wide Words: On tenterhooks French Translation of to be on tenterhooks Collins English-French
On tenterhooks. To be on tenterhooks (not tenderhooks) is to be nervously waiting to find out what is going to happen in
a tense or perilous Tenterhooks Define Tenterhooks at on tenterhooks in suspense, anxious, on edge, keyed up, in an
agony of doubt, with bated breath He was still on tenterhooks waiting for a decision to be made.
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